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ABSTRACT 
Regenerated fibre Bragg gratings are formed when specially pre-treated seed gratings 

are heated up to several hundred degrees centigrade.  During this process, the fibre Bragg 
grating (FBG) reflectivity vanishes and regrows, forming a regenerated grating, which 
can survive temperatures of more than 1000 °C.  Right from the beginning, it was clear 
that the extraordinary temperature stability of regenerated FBGs will open new fields of 
applications for FBGs.  Multiple investigations have been made to explore the 
mechanisms of the regeneration effect, often presenting contradictory explanations of the 
processes leading to their formation.  To date, there is no comprehensive theory which 
can explain all the observed phenomena regarding the regeneration effect.  However, a 
broad base of knowledge exists, which can be used for tailored manufacturing and 
application of regenerated FBG.  In this article, we present a summary of the breadth of 
regenerated FBG research, including a critical overview and discussion of the various 
competing theories published to date.  We conclude with an outlook on present and future 
applications of regenerated FBGs and identify further research necessary to 
unambiguously identify and explain the key processes occurring during regeneration.  

 

1. Introduction 
Fibre Bragg gratings (FBG) are used as in-fibre solutions 

for fibre optic filters, reflectors or sensors [1-3].  The first 
FBG was developed in 1979 by creating a 488 nm standing 
wave inside a Ge-doped fibre [4].  Interferometric side 
illumination techniques [5] as well as mask illumination 
methods [6] further enabled the ability to choose period and 
bandwidth of the gratings independently.  Today, multiple 
possibilities exist to create different kinds of FBGs, which 
differ not only in their production process but also in their 
performance and spectral characteristics [7].  Some of these 
types of FBGs, including regenerated FBGs (RFBGs), feature 
a higher temperature stability than commonly used gratings 
[8], which is of great interest for industries such as oil and gas, 
aerospace, the energy sector, process monitoring as well as for 
high power lasers.  

The most commonly used type I FBGs exhibit a decrease 
in reflectivity over time when heated to temperatures of a few 
hundred degrees centigrade, until their reflectivity has 
completely vanished [9] (more details on type I, type II and 

type IIA gratings, which are also mentioned in this paper will 
be found in section 2).  All the above listed gratings are made 
in a single step manufacturing process, whereas RFBGs, in 
contrast, are made from a seed grating which is subjected to a 
specific annealing process, during which the reflectivity of the 
grating at first vanishes after a certain time at high 
temperatures, but is then re-growing and stabilising, as can be 
seen in Figure 1 (Graph adapted from [10]).  Here, a seed 
grating in SMF28 fibre was annealed for 100 h at a constant 
temperature of 800 °C.  The seed grating decayed and 
vanished after 6 h, but directly afterwards the regenerated 
grating started to grow and achieved a stable reflectivity.  The 
fact that regeneration can happen at constant temperatures 
demonstrates that the refractive index increase during 
regeneration is not related to any temperature changes, but 
there is a time dependent physical or chemical process going 
on inside the fibre.   

Because of this vanishing and re-growing characteristic of 
the grating signal the term “regeneration” has been adopted, 
and the temperature at which this happens has been called the 
regeneration temperature.  As a general guide, typical 
regeneration temperatures are in the order of 500 °C to 900 °C 
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for the majority of reported RFBGs manufactured in Ge and F 
doped fused silica fibres.  However, in some extreme cases 
regeneration temperatures of up to 1200 °C have been 
reported, depending on glass composition and the duration of 
exposure to the regeneration heat source [11].  In addition to  
the notation of “regenerated grating”, other terms such as 
”chemical composition grating“ (CCG) [12], “tetrahedral 
FBG” (TFBG) [13], or “nano-crystalline FBG” (NFBG) [14]  
are used in published literature, for gratings which are 
fabricated in this two-stage process.  This multitude of terms 
is, in some way a reflection of the sometimes conflicting 
theories and assumptions made to explain the regeneration 
process.  Regardless of whatever they are called, the main 
features of RFBGs are their increased temperature stability 
and the decay of the reflectivity (mostly down to zero) and its 
regrowth with time during a continued annealing at high 
temperatures. 

 
Figure 1: Typical evolution of a grating’s reflectivity during 
regeneration showing the near complete loss of reflectivity after 
6 h at a constant temperature of 800 °C and the subsequent 
recovery of reflectivity.  (Graph adapted from [10]) 

 
Another type of high temperature stable FBGs are type II 

FBGs, often produced with fs-laser irradiation [15].  RFBGs 
and type II FBGs show very similar temperature stability in 
reflectivity, but both types of gratings need to undergo an 
annealing process to show a good wavelength stability at high 
temperatures [10].  Especially for point-by-point written 
type II FBGs, strong cladding mode coupling was reported, 
which can limit its multiplexing capability [16].  RFBGs, in 
contrast, show impeccable multiplexing capabilities (compare 
also section 5).   

Before focussing on the different investigations on RFBGs, 
some important basics about FBGs in general and more 

information about different types of FBG are recapitulated in 
section 2.  In section 3 the initial studies regarding RFBG and 
the relevant theories, which were developed to explain their 
physical background, are presented and discussed.  Although 
there are, to date, no comprehensive and broadly accepted 
explanations for the processes taking place during annealing 
and regeneration, it is possible to summarize some key factors 
affecting the formation of RFBGs, which are described in 
section 4.  Section 5 presents selected applications of RFBGs 
and is followed by an overall conclusion.  

2. Fibre Bragg grating basics 
In this section, we present only a brief extract of FBG types 

and the most fundamental aspects and parameters of FBG 
theory, relevant to the discussions in this paper.  The detailed 
theory is presented in numerous text books [17, 18].  A more 
comprehensive list about the existing types of FBG can be 
found in [7].  

2.1. FBG spectral reflection 
An FBG consists of a periodic variation of the refractive 

index in the core of an optical fibre along its axis z over the 
length L, as shown in Figure 2.  For the simple case of a 
uniform grating, the refractive index distribution over the 
length L can be written as 

ὲ (z) = ὲ + Δὲ , + Δὲ , ∙ sin ∙ . (1)

Here neff is the effective refractive index of the pristine fibre, 
which has values between ncore and ncladding; ΔnDC,eff is the 
change of the mean value over L of the effective refractive 
index due to the grating inscription; ΔnAC,eff  describes the 
strength of the modulation of the refractive index, and ΛFBG is 
the period of the grating.  The Bragg wavelength, ‗ , which is 
the central wavelength of the reflected spectra, is given by 

‗ = 2 ὲ + ῳὲ ,  ∙  Ώ . (2)
Using the coupled mode theory [17, 18], the spectral 
reflectivity R(λ) of a uniform grating can be derived, 

Ὑ(‗) =
  ∙

   ⋅
, (3)

containing the wavelength dependent coupling coefficients „ 
and κ [18].  The AC coupling coefficient κ describes the 
strength of the grating.  It is determined by the amplitude of 
the refractive index modulation ΔnAC,eff  as  

‖ =
π
‗

 ·  Δὲ , (4)

and shows just a small wavelength dependence around λB. 

Figure 2: Fibre Bragg grating principle.  If spectrally broad light waves are guided in a fibre, the fibre Bragg grating (FBG) only 
reflects light with wavelengths close to a particular wavelength, the so-called Bragg wavelength λB. 
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The DC self-coupling coefficient „ determines the central 
wavelength of the Bragg reflection and is defined as  

„ = 2π ὲ + Δὲ , ⋅ − . (5)

Thus, for λ = λB , „ becomes 0.  With „ = 0 and = tanh, 

Eq. (3) reduces to  

Ὑ(‗ ) = tanh (‖ ∙ ὒ) = tanh ∙ ∙ Δὲ , . (6)

Using Eq. (6), the known length of the grating L, and the 
measured reflectivity Ὑ(‗ )  at the maximum of the Bragg 
peak, the absolute value of ΔnAC,eff can be calculated: 

±Δὲ , =
 ∙ ( )

∙
. (7)

Since the cladding is often not photosensitive, the refractive 
index change is only located within the fibre core. ΔnDC,core and 
ΔnAC,core are related to the changes in effective refractive index 
by the power confinement factor Γ [19], 

ῳὲ , = Γ · ῳὲ , , (8)

ῳὲ , = Γ · ῳὲ , , (9)

where Γ describes the amount of power of the mode which is 
guided inside the fibre core.

2.2. Type I gratings 
The most widely used type of FBGs are type I gratings.  

They are typically inscribed using UV-Excimer lasers or 
frequency doubled CW-Ar ion lasers.  Different optical 
configurations are used to create sinusoidal interference 
patterns, which exhibit the necessary periodicity on the 
nanometre scale to create the FBG [17].  The fibre is placed 
within this pattern and the pattern is transferred into the 
optical fibre by photochemical processes [20].  For 
simplification, in this paper the areas of constructive 
interference and thereby higher laser irradiation will be termed 
illuminated areas, whereas the regions of lower irradiation 
will be called non-illuminated areas.  Most of the commonly 
used fused silica fibres contain Ge-doping in their core and 
during the fibre production germanium oxygen deficient 
centres (GODC) are formed within the glass structure [17, 
18].  The most prominent GODC e.g. is the Ge-Ge “wrong 
bond”.  During FBG inscription UV light is absorbed in the 
illuminated areas by these GODCs and electrons are excited 
into the conduction band.  In this way, the GODC is 
transferred to a GeE’ defect, consisting of a single unpaired 
electron at the Ge atom.  This GeE’ defect is supposed to be 
one of the main contributors to the refractive index change 
during FBG writing.  The excited electron in the conduction 
band is caught elsewhere in the glass structure by an electron 
trap.  In these traps, the electrons are held until they are 
excited again by UV light or thermal energy.  This means, that 
especially at higher temperatures, the electrons can be 
released and recombine with the GeE’ defects and reverse the 
UV-induced refractive index change.  Erdogan et al. 
established a model which describes this temperature-
dependent decay of type I gratings [9] (A typical type I 
grating decay in pristine fibre with increasing temperature can 
be seen e.g. in Figure 3).   

Annealing of a type I FBG for a period of time in the order 
of a few hours decreases but also stabilizes the reflectivity for 
a temperature range up to the annealing temperature.  It was 
found that the reflectivity of such a “pre-annealed” type I FBG 
can increase with increasing temperature because of the 

temperature dependence of the confinement factor Γ, i.e. the 
fraction of power of the mode that is guided inside the core 
increases slightly with temperature [21].  At higher 
confinement of a core mode the interaction of this mode with 
the FBG structure in the core increases which leads to a higher 
reflectivity.  This process is time independent and reversible 
with temperature and is thus distinctly different to the 
regeneration process of an FBG. 

 
Figure 3: Degradation of the grating strength of three gratings 
inscribed in SMF28 fibre with different pre-treatment.  Only the 
grating in the fibre containing H2 during inscription regenerates. 
(Graph taken from [22]) 

 

2.3. RFBGs and other high temperature FBGs in silica 
fibres 

To increase the photosensitivity of the fibre, but also to 
allow regeneration of the FBG, fibres can be loaded with 
hydrogen prior to FBG inscription.  To this end, the fibre has 
to be exposed to an atmosphere with very high hydrogen 
concentration, so that H2 molecules diffuse into the glass 
structure until a concentration equilibrium inside and outside 
the fibre is reached [23].  This can be done by exposing the 
fibre to high hydrogen gas pressure [24] or by OH-flooding 
(flame brushing) in a hydrogen-rich flame [25].  To write 
FBGs in H2 loaded fibres, the same techniques can be used as 
for unloaded fibres.  Beside the formation of GeE’ from 
GODC defects, here also the hydrogen molecules react with 
oxygen atoms in the glass structure to form hydroxyl groups, 
which also increase the refractive index.  These reactions were 
verified by the observed decrease in absorption at 1240 nm 
(H2) and the increase at 1390 nm (Si-OH) and 1410 nm (Ge-
OH) [18].  Hydrides like Ge-H, in contrast, were observed 
only in small amounts [26].  Figure 3 is taken from [22] and 
compares the reflectivity evolution with increasing 
temperature of type I gratings in pristine, H2 loaded and H2 
loaded but out diffused fibres.  For the trace “H2 loaded” 
fibres were loaded with hydrogen under high pressure prior to 
the grating inscription and H2  is still present when the UV-
inscription of the FBG takes place, whereas in the out-diffused 
fibre all hydrogen previously loaded in a similar high pressure 
process has left the fibre.  The gratings in the pristine and out-
diffused fibres decrease and vanish with temperature and they 
do not regrow or regenerate.  In contrast, the reflectivity of the 
seed grating in the fibre containing H2 during inscription 
decreases much faster but after vanishing it regrows, thus 
forming an RFBG.  The temperature at which the seed grating 
disappears and the RFBG starts growing is called 
regeneration temperature.    

Another possibility to create an FBG is to create pores or 
micro cavities inside the fibre core as it is done for type II or 
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type IIA gratings [7, 20, 27].  These pores or cavities cause a 
decrease of the refractive index in the illuminated areas and 
therefore the gratings are also called negative index gratings.  
Since these gratings are based on volume damages in the glass 
structure, instead of single broken bonds, they are more 
temperature stable than type I gratings.  Type II gratings show 
similar temperature stability as regenerated gratings [10, 15].  
Type IIA gratings, formed in highly doped fibres using UV 
inscription are sometimes considered to be less temperature 
stable than type II gratings, because of the highly doped fibre 
cores.  However, as the type classification indicates, there is 
little difference between type II and type IIA gratings.  For 
type II gratings, the negative index change dominates right 
from the beginning of inscription, whereas for a type IIA 
grating, a significant positive index change is produced as 
well, at the start of the FBG inscription.  This is shown in 
Figure 4 which plots the typical evolution of reflectivity and 
Bragg wavelength during inscription of a type IIA grating.  At 
the start of the inscription process, there is mainly positive 
index change (type I part).  After a certain amount of 
cumulated fluence, thermal induced stress and densification 
exceed the threshold stress level and the negative index pore 
formation begins (type II part) [28].  From this point, the 
reflectivity starts to decrease, until it reaches almost zero, 
when positive and negative index contributions have the same 
strength.  With further illumination, the type II part starts to 
exceed the type I part and the reflectivity increases again.  
When pore and micro cavity formation starts, the Bragg 
wavelength stops growing and can even decrease with 
increasing cumulative fluence.  This means, the influence of 
type I and type II index change on ΔnDC,eff per pulse cancel 
out.  

During fibre drawing significant levels of stress and strain 
are frozen into the fibre structure, mostly due to rapid cooling 
but also due to the applied mechanical forces and the 
difference in coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) between 
core and cladding [29].  Different CTE of core and cladding 
cause thermal stress in radial and axial direction.  These 
stresses are primarily located at the core-cladding interface.  
The rapid cool down in the draw tower lead to a lower 
material density, especially in doped glasses, and thereby 
lower refractive index.  Regeneration takes place at 
temperatures close to, or above, the respective glass transition 
temperature and these frozen-in stresses and strains can be 
healed and relieved when heating the fibre close to the glass 
transition temperature [30].  This will in turn cause significant 
changes to the effective refractive index [31].  

 
Figure 4: Typical reflectivity (black) and wavelength (red) evolution 
over cumulated fluence during type IIA grating inscription using a 
UV-laser setup described in [32] and a fibre with high GeO2-doping 
(18%) in a 5 µm diameter core (IPHT, Jena). 

3. Theories and studies on the mechanism leading to 
the formation of RFBG  

3.1. First experiments with fluorine doped fibres 
In 1997, Fokine et al. published the first investigation of 

the formation of a regenerated FBG in a hydrogen-loaded 
fibre [33].  The fibre used in in Fokine’s paper  [33] had a 
germanium doped fibre core but was also co-doped with 
fluorine.  In developing a theory underpinning their 
observations they argued that the observed regeneration 
phenomenon relates to the presence of fluorine, which is 
removed from the fibre in the illuminated areas. When an 
FBG is inscribed in a hydrogen-loaded fibre, beside the GeE' 
defects, OH groups are generated within the illuminated areas 
in addition to the GeE' defects (compare section 2).  These OH 
groups cause a removal of F-atoms out of the glass structure, 
when the fibre is heated to higher temperatures.  The proposed 
reaction pathways are shown in Eq. (10) to (12) [12, 25].  

≡ Si - OH + F - Si ≡ → ≡ Si - O - Si ≡ + HF. (10)
Since the amount of OH groups and molecular H2O is always 
balanced in glass, there is also the possibility of an ion 
exchange, 

2 ≡ Si - OH ↔ ≡ Si - O - Si ≡ + H2O, (11)

≡ Si - F + H2O ≡ → ≡ Si - OH + HF. (12)
Reactions pathways (10) and (12) are only preferred at higher 
temperatures, because at lower temperatures, the reaction 
equilibrium of both reactions is on the Si-F side (e.g. etching 
of glass with HF-acid or reduction of OH absorption due to F-
doping).  This is possible because the equilibrium state can 
change with temperature.  Moreover, HF molecules are highly 
mobile and at higher temperatures diffuse out of the core very 
quickly.  This in turn increases the reaction rates of Eq. (10) 
and Eq. (12), leading to a removal of fluorine from the fibre 
core and was proven by time-of-flight secondary ion mass 
spectroscopy [34].  During FBG writing, OH groups are 
formed only within the illuminated areas, hence during 
regeneration, fluorine is removed only from these areas.  
Therefore, the chemical composition of the glass is changed 
according to the UV intensity pattern.  Since F-doping reduces 
the refractive index of glass, this causes also a spatial 
modulation of the refractive index.  According to this theory, 
the gratings are based on periodic variations of the chemical 
composition of the glass, which led to the naming of CCG for 
this type of RFBGs [12, 25, 33, 35-38]. 

Fokine observed that RFBGs in Ge-F co-doped fibres 
became strongest when heated for 24 min. at temperatures 
between 600 °C and 700 °C before being heated up to the 
regeneration temperature at 1000 °C [12].  Fokine argued that 
between 600 °C and 700 °C, fluorine and OH groups are 
already forming HF molecules, but only in the illuminated 
areas, because at these temperatures the OH groups are still 
too immobile to diffuse into the non-illuminated  regions.  By 
direct regeneration at 1000 °C, the OH groups are already 
diffusing so fast that HF molecules are also formed in the non-
illuminated areas, which lowers the grating contrast.  
However, during this pre-treatment between 600 °C and 
700 °C, Fokine was not able to see any increases in the 
reflectivity of the gratings, as one might expect from the 
relation between fluorine and refractive index.  However, by 
heating the grating to 1000 °C the regeneration was observed.  
Fokine argued that this was because only above 1000 °C the 
glass structure can reach again an equilibrium state in the 
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areas where fluorine was diffused-out and this finally changes 
the refractive index [36].  

To erase an RFBG, according to Fokine’s CCG theory, 
fluorine must dissociate from Si and diffuse from the non-
illuminated areas to the illuminated areas in its molecular 
form.  Since there is no hydrogen left within the fibre after the 
formation of the RFBG the fluorine dissociation is reduced as 
this requires higher activation energy.  He proposed a model 
to describe this diffusion [25, 37] and observed that for 
temperatures above 1000 °C the measured decay of RFBGs 
fits very well to the known diffusion constants of F2 in glass 
[36]. 

3.2. RFBG in fibres without fluorine 
In the years following Fokine’s first publications, it was 

found, that RFBGs can also be generated in fibres without F-
doping [38-40].  Fokine interpreted these gratings as oxygen-
CCG (O-CCG), where the concentration of oxygen is 
modulated along the core of the fibre [38].  According to 
Eq. (11), at high temperatures, two OH groups can form a 
water molecule that diffuses out of the fibre.  In comparison to 
the chemical composition of the fibre core before hydrogen 
loading, there is now a reduced amount of oxygen in the 
illuminated areas in comparison to the non-illuminated areas 
which are the basis for the O-CCG.  Similar to fluorine doped 
fibres, it was shown that, after regeneration, the high 
temperature decay rate of RFBGs in fibres without fluorine fit 
to the diffusion constants of O2 in glass [36].  

In 2008, Canning presented an alternative model 
explaining the regeneration phenomena in fibres with Ge 
doped cores [41], whose steps are described in Figure 5.  It is 
known that the fibre drawing process leads to high radial 
tensile stress between the fibre core and the pure silica 
cladding (Figure 5a) due to the higher CTE of Ge doped glass 
[29].  There are indications in [42] that this stress can be 
reduced if OH groups are formed within the fibre core.  OH 
groups are only formed in the UV illuminated areas during 
FBG writing in hydrogen-loaded fibres.  Hence, it is 
conceivable that there is a periodic stress variation at the 
core-cladding interface for type I FBGs in hydrogen-loaded 
fibres (Figure 5b).  If this type I FBG is heated to high 
temperatures, the core-cladding interface stress is released in 
the non-illuminated areas and compressive radial stress will 
occur in the illuminated areas of the FBG (Figure 5c).  
Compressive stress in combination with high temperatures can 
lead to a crystallization of the glass to cristobalite or tridymite 
[41, 42].  Since cristobalite and tridymite exhibit higher 
densities than fused silica, they show also higher refractive 
indices.  An FBG based on localised cristobalite or tridymite 
crystals is also expected to be extremely temperature stable up 
to the melting temperature of the crystals.  However, at and 
above the regeneration temperature these seed crystals can 
continuously grow into the non-illuminated areas of the FBG 
(Figure 5d).  This will slowly decrease the refractive index 
contrast of the FBG and thereby reduce the reflectivity which 
fits the experimental observations of RFBG decays at high 
temperatures [38, 43-45].  Instead, the mean refractive index 
ΔnDC,eff  instead should be growing continuously.   

In 2012 Canning modified his theory, since it seems to be 
possible to generate RFBGs also in helium loaded fibres [46].  
According to Canning, this regeneration was enabled by the 
amorphous structure of the glass, which is inflated when the 
fibre is loaded with H2 or He under high pressure [47].  The 
inflated structure allows mechanical rearrangements within 

the glass and interactions of defects and therewith the 
reduction of the core-cladding stress in the illuminated areas.  
As described before, at high temperatures this would lead to 
compressive stress and crystallization in these areas.  
However, the presented observations of RFBG in He loaded 
fibres in [46] are not unambiguous, since only one of the two 
FBGs in He loaded fibres showed regeneration.  Furthermore, 
no other publications have been found, to date, which report 
regeneration after helium loading.   

 

 
Figure 5: Crystallization theory: a) After fibre drawing, there is 
a radial tensile stress between fibre core and cladding because of 
the higher coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of the Ge 
doped core.  b) During inscription of an FBG in hydrogen-loaded 
fibre, the stress at the core-cladding interface is reduced in the 
illuminated areas due to the formation of OH.  c) With increasing 
temperatures the tensile core-cladding interface stress reduces 
and can even invert to compressive stress in the illuminated 
areas.  This can lead to crystallization in these areas.  d) At high 
temperatures, the crystalline areas grow into the non-illuminated 
areas and the contrast of the refractive index modulation is 
reduced in the RFBG.  
 
Table 1: Main characteristics of crystallization and chemical 
composition theory 

Theory Crystallization 
Chemical 

composition 

Physical effect 
Cristobalite or  
tridymite formation  

Modulation of 
oxygen or fluorine 
concentration 

Pre-conditions 
necessary 
during/after seed 
grating inscription 

Reduction of core-
cladding stress due to  
OH formation or 
hydrogen/helium diffusion 

OH formation 

Expected ΔnDC,eff 
during regeneration 

Increase Increase 

Expected ΔnDC,eff 
during RFBG decay 

Increase Stable 

 
The main characteristics of both theories are summarized 

in Table 1.  The crystallization theory of Canning is supported 
by the observation that regeneration can be affected by 
applying longitudinal tension in the fibre [48, 49].  Due to the 
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tension, the stress conditions at the core-cladding interface are 
changed, thereby changing the preconditions for the formation 
of seed crystals and their favoured direction of growth.  If the 
formation of RFBGs was based on OH diffusion and chemical 
reactions, as argued by Fokine, these observations would have 
to be explained by a dependency of the reaction rate, reaction 
equilibrium or diffusion coefficient on the stress conditions 
within the glass, which seems to be unlikely.  Conversely, 
over the past few years, there have also been observations 
which were inconsistent with Canning’s theory.  
Measurements of stress conditions within fibres do not show 
any significant change due to H2 loading [50].  Moreover, 
Yang et al. succeeded in regenerating seed FBGs in fibres 
where the cladding was completely etched away before 
regeneration [51].  Due to the missing interface between core 
and cladding no stress could persist, but the FBG regenerated 
nevertheless.  However, they observed different regeneration 
temperatures depending on whether the cladding was etched 
or not.  This indicates that stress within the fibre and at the 
core-cladding interface cannot be the sole reason of the 
regeneration phenomena, although it is clear that such a stress 
when present has an effect on regeneration process.  It was 
also observed that a further temperature treatment above the 
regeneration temperature is stabilizing the reflectivity of an 
RFBG [13, 44, 52, 53].  This is in contradiction to a chemical-
based RFBG theory, because here, the RFBG should decay 
continuously until it is erased.  However, this observation is 
also difficult to explain on a crystallization-theory basis.  
These observations lend itself to the conclusion that RFBGs 
might be based on at least two physical effects, which affect 
the refractive index and have different temperature stabilities 
[42, 44]. 

In 2014 Yang et al. [54] reported that an RFBG with  
λB = 1300 nm already decays at 900 °C whereas an RFBG 
with λB = 1550 nm in the same fibre significantly loses 
reflectivity only at 1000 °C.  This observation promotes both 
theories, because diffusion of O2 or F2, as well as crystal 
growth into the non-illuminated areas, will take longer when 
the grating pitch is higher. 

3.3. The role of hydrogen and dopants during regeneration 
The theories of Fokine and Canning where also challenged 

by investigations to identify and clarify the role of hydrogen 
during regeneration.  It has been shown that it was not 
necessary that hydrogen was present during inscription.  It has 
been demonstrated to be possible to regenerate FBGs in fibres 
that were hydrogenated after the inscription of the seed 
gratings [46, 52, 55].  Identically inscribed seed gratings 
without this “post hydrogen-loading” did not show any 
regeneration [55].  Canning interpreted this as an indication 
for mechanical relaxations due to the diffusion of hydrogen 
[47].  However, other measurements have shown, that an in- 
and out-diffusion of hydrogen before seed grating writing is 
not sufficient to allow regeneration at higher temperatures 
[22] (compare also Figure 3).  This indicates that hydrogen 
molecules must interact with the UV inscription-induced 
changes in the glass.  This can be argued to happen either 
physically by diffusion-induced mechanical relaxation of the 
glass structure as proposed by Canning [47] or chemically by 
hydrogen reactions with GODCs.  

In 2009, Lindner et al. showed, that in fibres with very high 
Ge concentration, FBGs can regenerate even without 
hydrogen or helium loading [43].  This was confirmed in 2014 
by Kumar et al. [56].  These observations are not covered by 

the differing theories proposed by Canning and Fokine.  
Fibres with highly Ge doped cores as used in Lindner’s study 
are typically used for the inscription of type IIA gratings.  
Figure 6 shows an experiment, where the same highly Ge 
doped fibre was used as in [43] with 18% GeO2-doping in the 
5 µm diameter core (IPHT, Jena) and the same setups and H2 

loading conditions as in [22].  As can be seen, type IIA 
gratings in this fibre show regeneration without hydrogen, 
whereas type I gratings do not.  This suggests that there is a 
fundamental connection between the ability of an FBG to 
regenerate and type IIA grating formation, at least in this 
special type of fibre.  Although regenerated type IIA gratings 
and regenerated type I gratings with hydrogen show the same 
regeneration temperature of approximately 800 °C, they 
exhibit different thermal stabilities after regeneration.  
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that there are different 
processes at work during regeneration of type I gratings in 
hydrogen loaded fibres and type IIA gratings in non-hydrogen 
loaded fibres.  

 
Figure 6: Comparison of the thermal behaviour of type I and 
type IIA gratings without H2-loading and type I seed gratings in 
H2-loaded fibre.  The H2-loaded and the type IIA FBGs 
regenerate at the same temperature, but show different thermal 
stabilities.  The type I FBG without hydrogen shows no 
regeneration.   

 
Other experiments focussed on the influence of different 

dopant compositions on regeneration.  Although Ge-doping is 
helpful for seed grating inscription, it was shown not to be 
mandatory for regeneration of FBGs.  Regeneration has been 
observed in fibres with Gallium doped [57] or mainly 
Zirconium doped [11] cores, and also in fibres consisting of a 
pure silica glass core and a fluorine doped depressed cladding 
[52].  It is noteworthy that the regeneration temperature is 
lower in fibres with higher dopant concentration [58-61].  
Thus, it is apparent that the regeneration temperature is always 
in the same range as the expected glass transition temperature 
of the core material (compare also [11, 54]).  

Experiments with hydrogen-loaded Ge-P-F co-doped fibre 
(GF1B, Nufern) have shown, that it is also possible to get an 
increase of grating reflectivity during thermal treatment even 
in two separated temperature regions (Figure 7) [32].  These 
temperature regions can be interpreted as two regeneration 
regimes.  For the regeneration in both regimes prior hydrogen 
loading of the fibre is necessary.  The GF1B fibre has a highly 
doped core and inner cladding, where the dopant composition 
and concentrations differ in both regions.  Hence, the two 
regeneration regimes might be associated with two separate 
regeneration processes in the core and inner cladding that 
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appear in two different temperature regions.  This can be 
associated with either i) different glass transition temperatures 
of core and inner cladding, or ii) could be due to different 
stress distributions when compared to other fibres.  Another 
characteristic of the GF1B fibre is the presence of fluorine 
inside its core and inner cladding.  According to the 
observations of Fokine, an OH-driven diffusion of fluorine 
has to be expected between 500 °C and 700 °C (compare 
section 3.1), which can influence the refractive index 
modulation ΔnAC,eff.  Therefore, it is also imaginable that the 
first regeneration might be based on F-diffusion as proposed 
by Fokine, and the second regeneration might be based on a 
crystallisation effect as proposed by Canning.  Although the 
latter explanation is questioned by the observation of two 
regeneration regimes in B-Ge co-doped PS1250/1500 fibre 
(Fibrecore), which do not contain any fluorine, but a doped 
inner cladding [62, 63].  Chah et al. assume the reason for the 
first regeneration regime between 400 °C und 550 °C in 
PS1250/1500 is the boron annealing effect [63] which is based 
on the refractive index increase due to the release of frozen-in 
inelastic strain at the glass transition temperature [64, 65].  
However, GF1B fibres do not contain any boron and the 
boron annealing effect also occurs without hydrogen loading 
[64].  Hence, further investigations have to be conducted to 
clarify the background and root causes of two regeneration 
regimes.  

 
Figure 7: Regeneration of a Ge-P-F co-doped GF1B fibre 
(Nufern), showing two regeneration regimes, one between 500 °C 
to 700 °C and one between 850 °C to 1000 °C.  (Graph adapted 
from [32]) 

 

3.4. Analysis of the refractive index change during 
regeneration 

In 2014 Cheong et al. [66] and Holmberg et al. in 2015 
[53] formulated similar hypotheses that the loss of reflectivity 
at the regeneration point might be caused by the refractive 
index change in the illuminated areas of the grating become 
negative (ΔnAC,eff < 0), similar to type II or type IIA gratings.  
As discussed in section 2.3, during type IIA grating 
inscription, at low cumulated fluence, a positive index change 
(type I part) is observed, before, at higher cumulated fluence, 
a negative index change (type II part) takes over.  When the 
type II part of the grating reaches the same strength as the 
type I part, the grating shows nearly zero reflectivity (see 
Figure 4 and associated text).  A similar process can be 
imagined to occur during the formation of an RFBG.  During 
inscription of the seed grating, a type I FBG and a weak 
negative index part are produced simultaneously, but the 
type I part dominates strongly.  When this grating is then 
heated, the type I FBG decays, while the negative index part 

stays constant (or at least decays much slower).  At the 
regeneration point, type I and negative index part cancel each 
other out, because there is no longer a grating structure with 
the necessary periodicity and thus the grating reflectivity 
becomes zero.  Afterwards, the reflectivity is regrowing, 
because the negative index part takes over.  Such processes 
are already known from type IIA gratings. When type IIA 
gratings are heated, an increase in reflectivity is observed, 
because of the decaying type I FBG created at low fluence.  If 
the type IIA grating inscription is stopped before the type II 
part becomes stronger than the type I part, and the grating is 
heated afterwards, even an evolution of the reflectivity with 
grating decay, vanishing reflectivity and regrow, can be 
achieved [67], similar to RFBGs.   

One indication for the negative index hypothesis for 
RFBGs is the smooth trend of ΔnAC,eff versus time during 
regeneration at constant temperature, using this assumption 
[53].   

 
Figure 8: Evolution of ΔnAC,eff during regeneration at constant 
temperature of 800 °C.  The red squares curve shows the ΔnAC,eff  
evolution with a positive continuation after regeneration, as 
assumed by the crystallization or the CCG theories.  The blue 
circles curve instead shows the ΔnAC,eff values taken after the 
grating has been regenerated but multiplied by a factor of -1, 
provided that ΔnAC,eff is becoming negative during regeneration.  
Under this assumption, the graph shows a continuous transition 
through zero and exponential-like decay during the regeneration 
process. 

 
Figure 8 shows the evolution of ΔnAC,eff during regeneration 

with the grating held at a constant temperature, calculated 
from the measured reflectivity using Eq. (7).  For the results 
shown in Figure 8 a H2 loaded SMF28 fibre (Corning) was 
investigated using the same setup as described in [68].  Close 
to ΔnAC,eff = 0 data are missing because the reflected signal fell 
below the noise level.  For the red (squares) values it was 
assumed that ΔnAC,eff stays positive, whereas for the blue 
(circle) values ΔnAC,eff was assumed to become negative for 
the RFBG.  The blue (circles) curve shows a smooth 
continuation of the seed grating decay (black triangle), 
indicating there could be a negative ΔnAC,eff offset from a more 
stable co-existing grating part.  However, an argument against 
the negative index hypothesis is, that type IIA gratings, which 
are already negative index gratings, can still show 
regeneration (compare section 3.3). 

When the positive type I part, introduced during inscription 
of the FBG, has totally vanished at higher temperatures and 
only the negative index part remains, the implication is that 
ΔnDC,eff should become negative.  This is a significant factor 
differentiating  this hypothesis from the theories of Canning or 
Fokine, which both predict a positive ΔnAC,eff and ΔnDC,eff  
during RFBG growth.  It was often tried to verify if ΔnDC,eff is 
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becoming negative during regeneration at constant 
temperature by observing the evolution of λB and using 
Eq. (2).  However,  positive [42-44, 48] as well as negative 
[60, 66, 69, 70] wavelength changes have been observed in 
these studies (also compare [53]).  According to Eq. (2), not 
only ΔnDC,eff, but also neff and ΛFBG have an influence on λB.  
Measurements in [31] show that the wavelength of an RFBG 
can be shifted by a few 100 pm by introducing and healing of 
frozen-in strain in the fibre since these affect neff.  Since the 
regeneration of FBGs is mostly performed close to or above 
the glass transition temperature of the core, it is very likely 
that λB is not only affected by the change of ΔnDC,eff due to the 
formation of the RFBG, but also due to changes in neff because 
of the healing of frozen-in stresses and strains (compare 
section 2).  These frozen-in stresses and strains can increase or 
decrease neff, depending on the drawing conditions [29].  That 
these frozen-in stresses and strains are released during 
regeneration is also verified by the measurements of Kumar et 
al. [71].  Furthermore it was shown that the wavelength drift 
of high temperature FBGs does not depend on the type of 
FBG, but is more related to the used type of fibre [10, 72] and 
that there can be wavelength drifts without related changes in 
grating reflectivity [45].  All this indicates that the observed 
wavelength drifts are dominated by the annealing of frozen-in 
stresses and strains.  In addition, a decrease in ΔnDC,eff  has to 
be taken into account during regeneration due to the decay of 
the seed grating and that λB will possibly change also by out-
diffusion of remaining hydrogen.  Hence it is very difficult to 
deduce the evolution of ΔnDC,eff just from the observed 
changes in Bragg wavelength during regeneration.  

3.5. Recent findings and outlook 
Recently, it was found that the regeneration temperature is not 
a sharp threshold, but there is a wide temperature range over 
which a seed grating can regenerate [53, 73].  However, at 
lower temperatures the process of regeneration is much slower 
[74].  This effect can be explained with the O-CCG theory, 
because the diffusion constant of OH and H2O increases with 
temperature [53].  Similarly, with a crystallization based 
theory this effect could be explained by the usually lower 
growth rate of seed crystals at lower temperatures [75].  It is 
not yet clear, if there is a low temperature limit for the 
regeneration, because at lower temperatures it can be 
necessary to wait 150 days until the grating regenerates [76].  

Recent experiments using micro-Raman spectroscopy show 
that stress relaxation inside an RFBG is different to that in an 
annealed fibre without any FBG [77].  This opens avenues to 
new speculations that regeneration of FBGs could be based on 
the modulation of structural relaxation (density modulation) of 
the glass inside the fibre core.  There are also other high 
temperature effects known from the literature, which are 
conceivably linked to the regeneration effect.  For example, 
UV light can trigger a phase separation of GeO2 und SiO2 in 
Ge-doped silica [78] and also Zr-doped fibres show a phase 
separation as well as enhanced regeneration [79].  
Unfortunately, a direct chemical or crystallographic 
measurement of the changes within the glass structure has not 
yet been published.  As shown above, numerous investigations 
on the origin of the regeneration effect have been made, 
forming a broad base of knowledge about the regeneration 
effect in optical fibres.  However, it must be accepted that the 
early CCG and crystallization theories both cannot 
comprehensively explain all the observed phenomena.  In 
particular, the observation of RFBG formation in a fibre 
without cladding [51] is questioning the crystallization theory 

and the CCG theory cannot really explain the dependence of 
regeneration on the tension on the fibre [48, 49].  Moreover, 
the regeneration of gratings without hydrogen [43, 56] is in 
direct contradiction to both theories and raises the question of 
-what is the role of hydrogen in the regeneration process?.  
This does not indicate that the CCG theory and the 
crystallization theory are wrong, but rather that the final 
explanation of the regeneration effect might need a 
combination of multiple effects.  This is underpinned by the 
observations presented in [32] and [13, 44, 52, 53], which also 
indicate that complex parallel processes are taking place 
during the formation of RFBGs. 

4. Factors for tailored RFBG manufacturing  
Even if the physical or chemical processes during RFBG 

formation are not yet fully understood, some distinct relations 
have been found which enable tailored RFBG manufacturing.  
It has been proven that, using well controlled parameters in  
manufacturing RFBGs, the final characteristics of reflectivity, 
wavelength and thermal stability can be reliably and 
repeatedly be reproduced [80].  Investigations have clearly 
identified key parameters, which strongly influence the 
regeneration temperature and strength of the RFBG.  As 
already mentioned in section 3.3, it is possible to produce 
RFBG in many different types of fibres, but the amount of 
dopants is strongly affecting the regeneration process.  
Especially the regeneration temperature was found to be lower 
in fibres with higher dopant concentration [58-61] or, in other 
words, with core materials having lower transition 
temperatures.  The required regeneration temperatures are 
ranging from 450 °C for highly B-Ge co-doped fibres [63], to 
900 °C for standard SMF28 with approximately 3% GeO2 
[58] and up to 1200 °C for special Er-YZCAPS-fibres [11].  
Thus, it is possible to choose the type of fibre according to the 
later maximum temperature in use. 

An additional important finding is that with an equal 
temperature treatment for each grating, the strength of the 
RFBG is proportional to the strength of the seed grating [43, 
58, 81].  Furthermore, this means that even the refractive 
index profile of the RFBG is a proportional replication of the 
seed grating.  This characteristic allows the regeneration of 
complex grating structures such as superstructure or chirped 
FBGs [44, 82].  In the same way it was possible to produce 
tilted RFBG [83] and regenerated long period gratings [84, 
85].  Hence, the maximum reachable ΔnAC,eff of an RFBG only 
seems to be limited by the highest possible strength of the 
seed grating.  This is demonstrated by the ability to produce 
RFBG with ΔnAC,eff > 1⋅10-4 [22, 53, 86]. 

Lindner has defined the regeneration efficiency as 
regen eff’ = ΔnAC,eff,RFBG / ΔnAC,eff,seed, (13) 

and has observed efficiencies in the order of 10% to 14%  for 
his gratings [87].  However, calculating the regeneration 
efficiency for other measurements in the literature, it can be 
seen that the values are strongly deviating from the ratio 
measured by Lindner, ranging up to ratios of 72% for the 
regeneration efficiency observed in a special Er-ZYAG fibre 
[79].  In some publications it was supposed that the strength of 
the RFBG is related to the content of Ge within the fibre core 
[58, 59].  Figure 9 shows a comparison of the regeneration 
behaviour of two types of fibres with strongly differing Ge 
concentration during slow isochronal heating. For the 
experiment seed gratings with similar strength were inscribed 
in H2-loaded SMF28 fibre (approx. 3% GeO2) and H2-loaded 
PR fibre (approx. 18% GeO2).  The test was performed in a 
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metal block calibration furnace (Pegasus Plus 1200 S, Isotech 
Ltd.) with a heating rate of two Kelvin per minute (A detailed 
description of the test can be found in [88]).  It can be seen, 
that the regeneration efficiency is not depending on the 
amount of Ge within the fibre, but just the regeneration 
temperature is different [88]. 

To achieve maximum regeneration ratios, it is important 
that there is no remaining hydrogen within the fibre during 
regeneration.  For example, if the fibre is heated very quickly, 
remaining hydrogen can thermally produce OH groups, 
additionally to the UV-induced ones, which are then spread 
homogeneously within the whole fibre, decreasing the contrast 
between the illuminated and non-illuminated areas of the FBG 
[7, 25], obstructing regeneration [12, 25].  This might also be 
the reason, why in early publications it was reported that a fast 
heating of the seed grating hampers regeneration [40, 89].  
That this is in fact not the case was shown by Bueno et al. 
[60].  They have heated seed gratings by fast immersion into a 
preheated furnace and the gratings regenerated.  However 
these fast immersion regenerated gratings are slightly weaker 
compared to regenerated gratings using a low temperature 
ramp rate.  Different pre-annealing at lower temperatures 
before regeneration, however, was observed to influence the 
regeneration only marginal [90]. 

 
Figure 9: Comparison of the regeneration behaviour of seed 
gratings in hydrogen-loaded fibres with different Ge-
concentration within the core during slow isochronal heating.  
The gratings in the different fibres regenerate at different 
temperatures but the maximal reached strength of all RFBGs is 
the same.   

 
Higher hydrogen concentrations inside the fibre, 

determined by the hydrogen pressure and temperature during 
H2-loading (compare section 2), have been reported to result 
in an increased regeneration efficiency [81].  For most of the 
published regeneration experiments in hydrogen-loaded fibres, 
H2 loading pressures between 100 bar and 200 bar at 
temperatures up to 100 °C were used.  But there have also 
been RFBGs in fibres, which were only loaded with 25 bar of 
hydrogen pressure at room temperature for two weeks [91].  
However, a detailed study regarding the correlation between 
regeneration efficiency and hydrogen pressure is not known.  

A comparison of the regeneration efficiency for different 
wavelengths used for seed grating inscription is also not 
known.  However, there is no reference for any dependency 
on inscription wavelength, because there have been successful 
regenerations of seed gratings written with many different 
laser sources, e.g. with fs-lasers with 800 nm [52] or 266 nm 
[92] wavelength, or with ns pulses at UV wavelengths of 
255 nm [56], 248 nm [10, 22, 31, 32, 43, 48, 55, 59, 69, 82, 
86-88, 93-102], 244 nm [11, 12, 37, 40, 44, 45, 51, 54, 60, 61, 

66, 72, 83, 91, 103-105], 240 nm [33], 213 nm [53], and 
193 nm [41, 46, 49, 57, 73, 76, 80, 81, 85, 89, 106-113].  
Furthermore, the energy density, which is used to inscribe the 
seed grating, is also not affecting the regeneration efficiency 
[81].  Table 2 summarizes the known main parameters and 
their effect on regeneration of FBGs.  

 
Table 2. Regeneration parameters and their effect on RFBGs 

Parameter Effect 
Higher  
Ge-concentration 

Lower regeneration temperature or faster 
regeneration.  Lower thermal stability. [11, 
58-61] 

Type of dopants Influence on regeneration efficiency and 
regeneration temperature, probably related 
with glass transition temperature. [58, 61, 
79]  

Higher  
Seed grating 
strength 

Higher RFBG grating strength. [43, 58, 
81]. 

Longer  
Grating wavelength 

Slower RFBG decay. [54]  

5. Applications and application-related 
investigations  
Over the past 20 years, the suitability of RFBGs as 

temperature sensors for high temperature applications have 
been investigated where RFBGs have been used to, for 
example, measure the temperature during diamond deposition 
in a vacuum chamber [114], or during the manufacturing of 
fibre preforms on the inner side of the preform [106].  The 
suitability to monitor temperatures with RFBGs in the case of 
building fires was shown by Rinaudo [115].  In order to 
measure with RFBGs at different positions at the same time, 
common wavelength multiplexing methods can be used [93].  
Figure 10, for example, shows an array of 6 gratings with 
different ‗  along one single fibre before and after 
regeneration (graph taken from [68]).  As can be seen, after 
regeneration every single Bragg reflection peak, although 
reduced in intensity, is still clearly detectable with good signal 
to noise ratio.  With such RFBG arrays, e.g. the temperature 
distribution in a furnace [103], in a soot blower [13], in a 
chemical reaction vessel [68], in the exhaust duct of gas 
turbines [10, 116, 117], in liquid Sodium [72], or within 
solidifying aluminium [118, 119] was measured.  To our 
knowledge, no enhanced cladding or radiation mode losses 
have ever been observed for RFBGs when compared with its 
type I seed FBGs (see also [83] or [85]).  Therefore, the same 
multiplexing capabilities apply to RFBGs as for type I FBGs.   

The fact that the wavelength response to temperature of 
each RFBG in the same type of fibre is equal, is very helpful 
for the usage of RFBG arrays, because it means that not every 
RFBG has to be calibrated separately, but just a single 
temperature calibration point, e.g. at room temperature, is 
sufficient [119].  Direct comparison of RFBG-based 
temperature measurements within gas turbines with 
commonly used thermocouples showed that, using RFBG 
arrays, a higher spatial density of measurement points with 
equal accuracy was feasible.  Due to the faster response time 
of RFBGs, dynamic temperature and vibration analysis was 
possible [117].  However, the ability to use RFBGs close to 
radioactive sources and X-rays appear to be limited since they 
exhibit higher wavelength drifts, especially at low 
temperatures, in these environments [72, 120].  
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Figure 10: Spectra of a multiplexed RFBG array, within a single 
fibre, before and after regeneration.  (Graph taken from [68]) 

 
RFBG are also suitable for long time measurements.  For 

example, four RFBG arrays have been applied in a chemical 
test reactor for two years measuring temperatures in the range 
of 150 °C to 500 °C, and without showing any failure or 
significant wavelength drift [68].  Laffont et al. have annealed 
RFBGs in a high temperature furnace at 760 °C to 900 °C for 
one year [45].  However, in this study, the RFBGs have shown 
a drift in wavelength, but just minor changes in reflectivity.  It 
was also apparent, that the drift of the RFBGs diminishes over 
time, which indicates that pre-annealing processes can be 
applied to RFBGs, similar to those used for precise high 
temperature thermocouples.  This fits to the assumption that 
the wavelength drift originates from frozen-in stresses and 
strains, which have to be healed out to reach more stable 
conditions (compare section 3.4).  The long term drift of 
intense pre-annealed RFBGs was investigated by Xia [13].  
He annealed an RFBG at 1100 °C for 12 hours.  Thereafter, 
the drift was reduced to 1.2⋅10-3 nm/h at 1000 °C within 
300 min, which corresponds to an increasing temperature 
uncertainty of approximately 70 mK/h.  In addition, it has to 
be taken into account that above the glass transition 
temperature fast temperature changes will lead to thermally 
induced strain in the glass structure of the fibre core [31].  At 
high temperatures this strain is then released over time, which 
can cause wavelength drift.  This means that measurements 
with fast temperature changes above the transition 
temperature of the core glass could be biased.  In the region of 
the glass transition temperature, the mechanical behaviour of 
the glass is changing from pure elastic to viscoelastic, which 
means that force or strain measurements with RFBG will also 
be affected by drifts [121].  If the temperature is reaching the 
transition temperature of the cladding, the complete fibre is 
softening and can be elongated by even a small tensile force, 
which changes the grating period and thereby induces a 
wavelength drift [49].  On the other hand, this effect can be 
used to adjust the wavelength of the RFBGs after 
regeneration.  This property was used to measure the viscosity 
of fibre glass at temperatures between 1000 °C and 1150 °C 
[110], or to produce chirped RFBGs by applying a 
temperature gradient to the RFBG together with a constant 
tension on the fibre [107].  

Environments with a high pH above 7 [122], humidity 
[123], and high temperature surface crystallization [124] can 
lead to strong corrosion of optical fibres.  To protect RFBG 
sensors from such environmental effects, they are usually 

inserted into steel capillaries [10, 68, 72, 91, 109, 117-119].  
Especially for long sensor arrays, this can lead to friction-
induced measurement errors [118, 125].  The effect of high 
temperature corrosion during regeneration on the mechanical 
stability of the fibre was investigated by Wang et al. [112].  
They measured the change of breaking elongation of the fibre 
due to the regeneration process, which lasted 40 min at 
850 °C.  It was observed, that the temperature treatment 
reduces the maximum applicable strain to approx. a third of 
the value of an untreated fibre.  However, the mechanical 
stability of RFBGs is still sufficient to use them as strain or 
force sensors [62, 100, 105, 113, 126, 127].  For example, 
RFBGs have been re-coated with Polyimide and glued with 
epoxy onto a metal plate to create a strain sensor which is 
suitable for up to 400 °C [105].  By using high temperature 
adhesives, it was even possible to realize strain measurements 
with RFBGs at up to 1000 °C [126].  Due to the temperature 
stability of the RFBG it is also possible to implement the 
RFBG directly into metallic components during casting [127].  
For fibre optic strain sensors, which should be embedded into 
metallic structures, it is helpful to have a metallic coating to 
improve the adhesion between fibre and metallic bulk.  But 
also in general, a metallic coating can help to improve the 
mechanic stability of the fibre and the temperature sensitivity 
of the RFBG.  For example RFBGs have been sputtered with a 
smooth layer of 500 nm silver [111].  Such a thin metallic 
coating is not changing the temperature response of the RFBG 
and can be used as protective coating up to 600 °C.  Care has 
to be taken that the metallic coating itself is not too thick as to 
induce thermally induced strain in the fibre due to the large 
mismatch in CTE between a fused silica fibre and any metallic 
coating.  Further experiments have been made with a three 
layer coating composed of 100 nm titanium, 500 nm silver 
and 200 µm nickel and have also shown a good bonding of the 
coating up to 600 °C and a duplication of the temperature 
sensitivity of the RFBG [128].  With such a coated RFBG a 
weldable strain sensor was developed and tested up to 540 °C 
and up to 800 micro strain [62]. 

Especially for embedded RFBGs, but also for long arrays 
in capillaries, there is the problem to differentiate between 
wavelength shifts induced by temperature or by strain.  To 
solve this problem, it is possible to separate both effects by 
combining two closely spaced sensors, exposed to the same 
temperature, which comprise different sensitivities to both 
parameters.  This concept has been widely demonstrated using 
conventional FBGs and has also been demonstrated by using a 
combination of two RFBGs with different λB [101] or different 
fibre diameters [129] and using a combination of an RFBG 
together with a Fabry-Pérot cavity [98, 108].  Another 
possibility is to use RFBGs in polarisation maintaining (PM) 
fibres with stress induced birefringence [100].  These fibres 
contain stress applying regions, commonly made of highly 
boron doped glass.  This limits their usable temperature range 
below the glass transition temperature of the boron doped 
regions, which is typically around 500 °C.  Fibres with 
structural induced birefringence, in contrast, normally do not 
contain highly boron doped glass and are therefore usable up 
to higher temperatures [130].  However, these fibres show 
also just a weak change of birefringence with temperature or 
strain, and therefore they are not an appropriate solution for 
simultaneous temperature and strain measurements.  In 
contrast, using an RFBG in a special twin-air-hole PM fibre 
with structural induce birefringence, it was possible to realize 
a sensor for simultaneous temperature and pressure sensing up 
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to 800 °C, because this fibre shows a great sensitivity of the 
birefringence to external pressure changes [69].  

Beside the usage as temperature or strain sensors, RFBG 
can also be envisaged in every other FBG-based device to 
improve its high temperature capability.  For example, a high 
temperature stable fibre laser using two RFBGs was 
developed and successfully tested at 750 °C [94] and by 
combination of two RFBGs in different types of fibres, it was 
possible to realize a high temperature stable flow sensor based 
on the principle of a hot wire anemometer [95].  

6. Conclusion 
Over more than two decades, many investigations on 

regenerated FBGs in different types of fibres and with 
different pre-treatments before regeneration have been 
performed, creating a broad base of knowledge, which is of 
great benefit for the tailored manufacturing and application of 
RFBG.  Shortly after the first studies, two alternative theories, 
the crystallisation theory and the chemical composition 
theory, have been established, with both being supported by 
different experimental observations and neither of them 
having been disproved to date.  However, both theories 
struggle to explain the regeneration phenomena in its whole 
complexity and in particular fail to explain observation of 
RFBG in fibres without hydrogen loading [43, 56].  Recent 
measurements using micro-Raman spectroscopy [77] and the 
indication that the regeneration temperature seems to follow 
the glass transition temperature of the fibre core, give hints 
towards a relation between regeneration and stress relaxation 
effects.  However, especially observations like the 
regeneration in two different temperature regimes [32, 62, 63] 
or the often observed graduated decay of RFBG [13, 44, 52, 
53] indicates that multiple processes might be active in 
parallel, which might show different temperature 
dependencies.   

Many experiments have identified specific parameters, 
which critically influence the regeneration behaviour of FBGs.  
Most importantly, the strength of the seed grating determines 
the final strength of the RFBG and the dopant material 
(mostly Ge) and concentration determines the temperature 
region in which the gratings can regenerate within a 
reasonable period. 

The reflectivity of RFBGs has been shown to be quite 
stable, especially when the temperature stays below the 
regeneration temperature.  Above the regeneration 
temperature and above the glass transition temperature of the 
core material, an RFBG can still survive for some hours, but a 
continuous change in grating properties has to be expected, 
limiting the usability of the RFBG e.g. as temperature or strain 
sensors.  On the other hand, this can be used to measure the 
glass properties or tailor the reflection spectrum of the RFBG. 

Besides the intensively investigated and confirmed stability 
in reflectivity, an essential aspect for using RFBGs as sensors 
must be considered, namely the wavelength stability of the 
RFBGs.  It has been shown, that below the regeneration 
temperature, despite showing stable reflectivity, RFBGs are 
showing a very small but measurable drift in wavelength 
similar to other high temperature FBGs, which might be 
appreciable in long term measurements.  Some investigations 
indicate that the drift can be reduced by annealing processes 
similar to those used for thermocouples.  However, the 
reasons for the observed drift and its dependencies on 
temperature or fibre composition are not yet fully understood 
and the rates of drift vary depending on fibre type, 

regeneration temperature and thermal history.  It is essential 
that future investigations on RFBG should address this topic 
to enable and strengthen the use of RFBGs for high 
temperature sensing applications.  

Nevertheless, despite the uncertainties in the processes 
leading towards the creation of RFBG, those, skilled in the art, 
are able to reliably, reproducibly and efficiently create high 
temperature stable RFBGs, which can and already have been 
employed successfully in industrial applications, showing that 
the technique is suitable for commercial use.   

There are numerous engineering applications which are in 
urgent need of high temperature capable strain sensing 
elements.  For example, stress corrosion cracking is a critical 
failure mechanism in high temperature steam systems, 
currently limiting the upper operation temperatures of steam 
driven power generation systems, thus limiting improvements 
in energy efficiency.  There are currently no reliable long-term 
sensor systems available for this application and RFBGs are 
getting close to the required specification in stability but are 
not there yet.  

A future detailed understanding of the underlying theory or 
theories, depending on fibre type and processes employed, of 
course, will help and further the uptake of this important 
sensor technology by assisting in optimising the stability and 
reliability of these sensor components.  
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